RCV2000 Fully Variable Fan Drive
Modulator®
Precision cooling for large-bore
diesel applications including mining
trucks and power generators.

» Lower off-speed decreases parasitic
loss to preserve horsepower and
provide effective cooling

» Full-range variable speed control

reduces operating noise and lowers
fuel costs

» Innovative reservoir, actuator and

valve system delivers a faster
response time for maximum cooling
efficiency

» Belt-driven unit is economical to

install, more reliable and maintenance
free

» Air-cooled design doesn’t require
oil circulation

» Managed by the engine ECU with
an integral fan speed sensor for
closed-loop control

Di+™ Controller

ENGINEERED FOR:

The Horton Modulator® RCV2000 is engineered for use
with Horton WindMaster® or competitive fans and can
be combined with a J-1939-compatible Di+ Controller for
customized precision-cooling control.

Modulator ® RCV2000 Fully Variable Fan Drive Specifications
Maximum torque

Up to 2,500 N-m [22,126 in.-lbs.] (on/off)

Typical fan blade size

Up to 2438 mm [96 in.]

Typical engine horsepower range

1,268–2,983 kW [1,700–4,000 hp]

Inside Information

HTEC™ 2500 Fan
Horton’s innovative HTEC 2500
fan is designed
for a broad range
of applications
and operating
conditions.
Designed to provide
increased airflow
and optimal cooling,
it will provide your
application with the
performance you
require with the benefits of a strong,
durable, composite structure that
does not corrode.

Our expertise in research and development processes, material
selection, precision machining and assembly translates into the
highest quality, most dependable airflow solutions.
FEATURES

BENEFITS

Optimized magnetic
design

Speeds reaction time, increases modulation
and cooling

Lower idle speed,
150 rpm or lower

Decreased parasitic loss, more available
horsepower for the vehicle and less fuel
consumption

Innovative reservoir,
actuator and valve
system

Fluid located for maximum cooling, faster
response time and lower off-speed

Stationary magnet
coil

Eliminates the need for a bearing, reducing
manufacturing and materials cost

Front-located fan
bearing

Reduces temperature of pulley bearing,
increases
grease life and supports fan weight

Simple wiring
configuration

Fewer components and less assembly time

Housing and cover
with optimized fins

Greater heat dissipation
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Committed to Your Ideal
Airﬂow Solution
Horton® is a global airﬂow industry
leader in reliability, service and
innovation. Our responsive reps and
resourceful engineers have built
their reputation on delivering the
perfect solution for any highway
or off-highway application. Trust
Horton to give you precisely what you
need to meet your specs, improve
performance and minimize downtime.
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